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Reinforced concrete structures, designed according to proper capacity design guidelines, can
deform inelastically without loss of strength. Therefore, such structures need not be designed
for full elastic seismic demand, but could be designed for a reduced demand. In codified design
procedures this reduced demand is obtained by dividing the full elastic seismic demand by a
code-defined behaviour factor. There is, however, no consensus in the international community
regarding the appropriate value to be assigned to the behaviour factor. The purpose of this
study is to assess the value of the behaviour factor currently prescribed by SANS 10160-4 (2011)
for the design of reinforced concrete structural walls. This is done by comparing displacement
demand to displacement capacity for a series of structural walls. The first step in seismic forcebased design is the estimation of the fundamental period of the structure. The influence of this
first crucial step is investigated in this study by considering two period calculation methods. It
was found that, regardless of the period calculation method, the current behaviour factor value
prescribed in SANS 10160-4 (2011) is adequate to ensure that inter-storey drift of structural walls
would not exceed code-defined drift limits.

INTRODUCTION
In the 1960s, with the development of
inelastic time history analysis (ITHA), came
the realisation that well designed structures
can deform inelastically without loss of
strength (Priestley et al 2007: 1–4). Engineers
realised that structures need not be designed
for the full elastic seismic demand (seismic
load), but could be designed for a reduced
demand. This reduced demand is obtained

by dividing the full elastic seismic demand
by a code-defined behaviour factor. There is,
however, no consensus in the international
community regarding the appropriate value
to be assigned to the behaviour factor. This
is evident in the wide range of behaviour
factor values specified by international
design codes (see Table 1). (These behaviour
factor values should, however, not be directly
compared, since various other code-related
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Table 1 Examples of maximum force-reduction factors for the damage control limit state in
different countries (Priestley et al 2007: 13)
Structural type and material

US West Coast

Japan

Concrete frame

8

1.8–3.3

9

5.85

Conc. struct. wall

5

1.8–3.3

7.5

4.4

Steel frame

8

2.0–4.0

9

6.3

Steel EBF*

8

2.0–4.0

9

6.0

3.5

–

6

3.0

–

2.0–4.0

6

5.0

Prestressed wall

1.5

–

Dual wall/frame

8

1.8–3.3

6

5.85

3–4

3.0

6

3.5

Masonry walls
Timber (struct. wall)

Bridges

* Eccentrically braced frame

New Zealand**

–

** SP factor of 0.67 incorporated

Europe

–

Keywords: seismic design, behaviour factor, reinforced concrete,
structural wall, inter-storey drift
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Bending moment (kNm)

requirements also vary between international codes. Thus, each behaviour factor
should be viewed from within the context of
the corresponding code).
The purpose of this paper is to assess
the current value of the behaviour factor in
SANS 10160-4 (2011) for the seismic design
of reinforced concrete structural walls. A
value of 5 is specified in this standard.
Additionally, this paper evaluates the way
in which the fundamental period of a structure is determined. Seismic design codes,
including SANS 10160-4 (2011), provide a
simple equation by which the fundamental
period of a structure may be calculated,
subject to certain limitations. It is well
known that this equation results in seismic
design forces to be overestimated, and lateral
displacement demand to be underestimated
(Priestley et al 2007: 11). An alternative
period calculation procedure, based on
moment-curvature analysis, will also be
assessed. This method provides a more realistic estimate of the fundamental period of
structures, but due to its iterative nature it is
not often applied in design practice.
The influence of the behaviour factor
becomes evident in seismic displacement
demand. Therefore, in order to assess the
current behaviour factor value, a comparison
is required between seismic displacement
demand and displacement capacity. A series
of independent structural walls are assessed
in this investigation. A first estimate of displacement demand of these walls is obtained
from the equal displacement and equal
energy principles. The displacement demand
is then verified by means of a series of ITHA
applied to these walls. Displacement capacity
is defined by seismic design codes in terms
of inter-storey drift limits to prevent nonstructural damage in building structures.
“Displacement capacity” could thus be
described as “allowed displacement”.

Eleff

1

Curvature (1/m)

Figure 1 Effective cracked section stiffness from moment-curvature results

Yes

No

DUCTILITY DEMAND AND CAPACITY
Displacement ductility is a measure of the
magnitude of lateral displacement of a
structure, where a displacement ductility
of greater than one represents inelastic
response. In the remainder of this paper the
term ductility will be used with reference to
displacement ductility. Both the displacement demand and displacement capacity
will be expressed in terms of ductility for
comparison purposes.

Ductility demand
The displacement calculation method
prescribed by seismic design codes such
as SANS 10160-4 (2011) is based on the
equal displacement principle. However, the
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Figure 2 Design method 2
validity of the equal displacement principle
has recently been questioned (Priestley et al
2007: 26–29). Therefore, in this investigation
ductility demand is calculated according to
either the equal displacement or the equal
energy principles (depending on the fundamental period), and then verified by means
of ITHA.

Ductility capacity
Priestley et al (2007: 71) states that it is
difficult to avoid excessive non-structural
damage when inter-storey drift levels exceed

approximately 0.025, and hence it is common
for building design codes to specify inter-
storey drift limits of 0.02 to 0.025. At these
levels, most buildings would not have reached
the structural damage-control limit state.
Separating non-structural infill panels
from the structural system by means of isolation joints forms part of good conceptual
design practice (Bachmann 2003: 40). For
such buildings EN 1998-1 (2004) specifies
the following drift limit:
dr v ≤ 0,01hs
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(1)

investigation ductility capacity is based
on the period-dependent drift limits of
Equations 2 and 3. The calculation of
ductility capacity from these drift limits is
discussed later.

PARAMETER STUDY

hw

The following parameters are considered in
this investigation:
■■ Period calculation method
■■ Wall aspect ratio
■■ Number of storeys

Period calculation method

Wall aspect ratio

Method 1
According to SANS 10160-4 (2011: 27) the
fundamental period of a structure may be
calculated using Eq 4:

lw
bw

Figure 3 Definition of wall dimensions

¾
T1 = CT hw

Table 2 Wall section lengths

where:
CT	= 0.05 was assumed for this investigation
(as per SANS 10160-4 (2011))
hw	is the height of the building, in metres,
from the top of the foundation or rigid
basement (see Figure 3).

Length of wall section (lw ) [m]
Height
[m]

Aspect ratio
3

5

8

3.230

1.080

0.640

0.400

6.460

2.160

1.300

0.800

9.690

3.240

1.940

1.220

19.380

6.460

3.880

2.420

38.760

12.920

7.760

4.840

58.140

19.380

11.620

7.260

where:
dr	is the relative displacement between the
top and bottom of a storey in the structure, obtained from a seismic event with
a 10% in 50 year probability of occurrence
hs is the storey height
v	is a reduction factor which is equal to
between 0.4 and 0.5, depending on the
importance class of the structure.
SANS 10160-4 (2011: 30) imposes the following drift limits:
dr ≤ 0.025hs if T < 0.7 s

(2)

dr ≤ 0.02hs

(3)

if T > 0.7 s

where:
T is the fundamental period of the structure
It may be seen that for a v value of 0.5, Eq 1
yields a drift limit of 0.02, which corresponds
to the SANS drift limit for fundamental
periods longer than 0.7 seconds. In this

The fundamental period is then obtained
from an eigenvalue analysis, assuming the
same sectional stiffness, EIeff , over the height
of the wall. The design of a wall, using this
method, is unfortunately iterative, since the
moment-curvature analysis cannot be done
unless the reinforcement content and layout
of the section is known, and the demand on
the section depends on the stiffness of the
section. For structures which comply with
the requirements to allow for the use of the
equivalent static force method, the iterative
method depicted in Figure 2 should thus be
followed.

(4)

Equation 4 has been shown to correspond
well to measured building periods (Priestley
et al 2007: 11). These measurements were,
however, taken at very low levels of vibration
(normally resulting from wind vibration),
where non-structural participation is
high and concrete sections are uncracked
(Priestley et al 2007: 11). Under seismic excitation, however, sections are allowed to crack
and thus structures respond at much higher
fundamental periods. It is often argued that
using a too low period is conservative, since
the acceleration demand is then overestima
ted (Priestley et al 2007: 11). This, however, is
not true, since an underestimation in period
results in an underestimation of displacements (Dazio & Beyer 2009: 5-15).
Because Eq 4 underestimates the fundamental period, Dazio & Beyer (2009: 5-16)
suggest that it “should never be used”.
Eigenvalue analyses based on the stiffness
derived from the cracked section should
rather be used (Dazio & Beyer 2009: 5-16–18;
Priestley et al 2007: 11).

Method 2
As an alternative approach, the stiffness of a
cracked reinforced concrete section can be
obtained from a moment-curvature analysis
of the section. This is done by drawing a
bilinear approximation to the moment-curvature curve as shown in Figure 1 (Priestley
et al 2007: 144).

The aspect ratio of the wall, defined as the
height of the wall hw divided by the length of
the wall section lw (see Figure 3), is another
variable to be considered.
The aspect ratio determines the extent to
which a wall responds in flexure or shear. A
wall with an aspect ratio of less than three
responds predominantly in shear (Paulay &
Priestley 1992: 371). A structural wall subject
to seismic action should preferably respond
in ductile flexural action (Paulay & Priestley
1992: 362).
The aspect ratio should also not be too
large. Priestley et al (2007: 326) have shown
that the elastic seismic force should not be
reduced at all (behaviour factor ≤ 1) for walls
with an aspect ratio of more than approximately 9.
For the two above-mentioned reasons it
was decided to consider walls with aspect
ratios of 3, 5 and 8 in this study.

Number of storeys
This investigation focuses on the series of
walls shown in Figure 4. The storey height
was chosen as 3.23 m. The walls are all independent and free-standing. The behaviour of
such a wall is, however, similar to that of a
wall forming part of a symmetric structure.
Eq 4 is only applicable for buildings up to
a height of 40 m. The 60 m wall is designed
according to method 2 only.
The reason that the aspect ratio increases
with height is that the wall section lengths
need to remain within reasonable limits. The
wall section lengths are shown in Table 2. It
can be seen that only the shaded cells contain reasonable wall lengths.
Thus, the scope of this investigation
is composed of the eight walls shown in
Figure 4. These walls are designed according
to both period calculation methods discussed
earlier. Ground types 1 and 4 of SANS
10160-4 (2011) are used to define the range
of seismic ground types. The methodology
according to which seismic drift is assessed
for these eight walls is presented next.
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58 140

Height (mm)

38 760

19 380

9 690
6 460
3 230
No of storeys

1

2

3

6

6

12

12

18

Aspect ratio

3

3

3

3

5

5

8

8

W013

W023

W033

W063

W065

W125

W128

W188

Wall name

Figure 4 Structural wall range

METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this investigation
is illustrated in Figure 5 and is listed in
steps 1 through 6 below. These steps are
applied to each of the eight walls defined
in Figure 4 for both ground types 1 and 4.
Thus, the steps are applied sixteen times.
Steps 1 to 3 describe the design of the walls,
while steps 4 to 6 describe the assessment of
the walls.
Two period calculation methods were
previously introduced. The difference
between these two methods will be evaluated by using both these period calculation
methods in the design of the walls.
Different period calculation methods
would produce different force demands
on the structure. In practice, the mass of a
structure is fixed, and thus different force
demands will be reflected in the longitudinal
reinforcement content of the structural
wall, or the wall cross-sectional dimensions.
For this study, however, the cross-sectional
dimensions are fixed (for the purpose of
comparison), and thus it was decided to
use an “inverse” design method, where the
capacity of the cross-section is fixed at the
start (step 1) and the associated floor masses
are obtained as the final result of the design
(step 3).
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The methodology steps are the following:
1. The width of the wall section bw is
chosen such that wall instability due
to out-of-plane buckling in the plastic
hinge region does not occur (Paulay
& Priestley 1992: 403). An amount of
reinforcement must be provided to
comply with codified criteria. In this
study the recommended reinforcement
quantities of Dazio & Beyer (2009: 7–12)
were used.
2. The moment capacity of the wall cross
section at the base of the wall can be
determined using either design equations
or a moment curvature analysis. The
moment capacity calculated using the
design equations (M'n ) corresponds to
design material strengths. For analysis
purposes it is important to predict the
most likely response of the wall, thus the
nominal yield moment (Mn ) obtained
from moment-curvature analysis corresponds to mean material strengths.
3. Given the chosen wall, the purpose of
this step is to calculate floor masses m1
and m2 corresponding to the two period
calculation methods respectively.
3.1 Method 1
3.1.1	The fundamental period (T1) is
calculated using Equation 4.

3.1.2	The design pseudo acceleration
(a1) is obtained from the design
spectrum.
3.1.3	The floor mass m1 should
be of such a magnitude that
the resulting base moment is
slightly less than the nominal
yield moment (M’n ) obtained
from the design equations.
This is to take the additional
strength, due to reinforcement
choice, into consideration.
3.1.4	For analysis purposes a better
estimate of the fundamental
period at which the wall would
respond (T1(real)) is obtained by
means of an eigenvalue analysis
based on the cracked sectional
stiffness obtained from the
moment-curvature analysis.
3.2 Method 2
3.2.1	This step starts by assuming a
value for the fundamental period
(T2). A good estimate is T1(real)
obtained in the previous step.
3.2.2	The design acceleration demand
(a2) is obtained from the design
spectrum.
3.2.3	Similar to 3.1.3 above, the floor
mass m2 can be obtained.
3.2.4	A new estimate of T2 is calculated using the eigenvalue
analysis. Iteration, such as shown
in Figure 2, is required until the
value of m2 does not change significantly between two iterations.
4. The purpose of this step is to estimate
the ductility demand according to the
equal displacement and equal energy
principles. For this purpose the multi
degree of freedom (MDOF) wall is converted into an equivalent single degree of
freedom (SDOF) wall.
4.1	Firstly, the properties of the equivalent SDOF system need to be calculated. This includes the equivalent
SDOF height h* and the effective first
modal masses m*1 and m*2. The equivalent height is obtained from Eq 12,
while the effective first modal mass
can be obtained from finite element
modal analyses.
4.2	The shear (Vn ) corresponding to
nominal yield moment can be calculated from the nominal yield moment
(Mn ) obtained from moment-curvature analysis.
4.3	For both methods the acceleration
(a+1(real), a+2) corresponding to the yield
shear can be calculated.
4.4	The elastic acceleration demand (A1
and A2) can be obtained from the
elastic pseudo acceleration spectrum.
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(1)

to suggest the use of an even higher
value.

lw
A s,ave

bw

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

+

Axial load

(2)

Moment-curvature analysis
Mn
(Mean material strengths)

Design equations
Nominal yield moment: M’n
(Characteristic material strengths)

(3)

Elastic spectrum
Design spectrum

{

R1

a1
T1
(3.1) T1 = TSANS
F1 = ∑m1a1
F1

m1
m1
m1

M’n

{

A1

Material strengths

A2
R2 a+2
a2
T2

a

+
1(real)

T1(real)

{

(3.2) Set T2 = T1(real)
F 2 = ∑m2 a2
m2
F2
m2
m2

Solve for m1, T1(real) from
Eigen value analysis

M’n

(4) Calculate equivalent SDOF properties:
Nominal yield shear:
Acceleration capacity:
Elastic accelleration demand:
Force reduction factor:

{

Solve for
m2, T2 from
Eigen value
analysis

Iterate until
convergence
is reached

h*, m1*, m2*
Vn = Mn /h*
a+1(real) = Vn/m1* a+2 = Vn/m2*
A1 = f(T1(real))
A2 = f(T2)
R1 = A1/a+1(real) R2 = A2/a+2

{

1
Displacement ductility demand: R = √ 2μ – 1
μ

T < TA
No force rduction allowed
TB < T < Tc’ Equal energy principle
T > Tc
Equal displacement principle

(5)

Displacement ductility capacity based on code drift limits

(6)

Displacement ductility capacity > Displacement ductibility demand?
(6.1)
No
Reduce behaviour factor and start over

(6.2)
Yes
Confirm displacement ductility demand with
time history analyses

Figure 5: Methodology
4.5	The force reduction factors (R1 and
R2) are calculated as the ratio between
elastic demand (A1 and A2) and yield
capacity (a+1(real) and a+2).
4.6	The ductility demand can now be calculated as a function of the force reduction
factor according to the equal displacement and equal energy principles.
5. The ductility capacity based on code
drift limits can be determined. This is
discussed later.
6. Compare the ductility demand and capacity.
6.1	If the demand is greater than the
capacity, choose a lower behaviour
factor and repeat from step 3.

For both the design and moment-curvature
analyses of the walls, material properties
are required. Material strength values are
sufficient for design, while stress-strain relationships are required for moment-curvature
analysis.

6.2	If the demand is less than the capa
city, the ductility demand needs to
be verified by means of ITHA. If
the ductility demand is found to be
less than the ductility capacity, the
current behaviour factor is adequate.
It is not the intention of this study to
increase the magnitude of the behaviour factor beyond 5. The current
behaviour factor value is higher than
most behaviour factor values in other
codes. Refer to Priestley et al (2007:
13) for a comparison between international seismic codes. Hence, it was not
the intention of the code committee

Table 3 Material strengths
Concrete

Reinforcement
yield strength

Cube (design)

Cylinder (momentcurvature analysis)

Characteristic strength [MPa]

30

25

450

Mean strength [MPa]

39

33

495

SANS 10160-1 (2011: 40) states that, if sufficient ductility for structural resistance
can be provided, the partial material factors
should be taken as 1.0. Thus, since sufficient
ductility can be provided by designing walls
in accordance with SANS 10160-4 (2011),
characteristic material strengths should be
used for design.
In order to predict the most likely
strength and stiffness of a wall cross section it is necessary to use the mean material strengths. Therefore, mean material
strengths are used for moment-curvature
analysis. Table 3 lists the material strengths
assumed for this investigation.

Stress-strain curves
Concrete
Mander’s stress-strain relationship is used
for unconfined and confined concrete
(Mander et al 1988: 1807-1808). Both stressstrain curves are shown in Figure 6.
Reinforcing steel
A strain-hardening ratio of 1.15 was
assumed, resulting in an ultimate stress ( f u )
of 569 MPa. The ultimate strain capacity
was assumed to be 7.5%. The stress-strain
relationship equations used for the steel
material model are taken from Priestley et al
(2007: 140):
Elastic:

fs = Esε s

εs ≤ εy

Yield plateau: fs = f y

(5)

εy < εs ≤ εsh(6)

Strain hardening:
fs = f u – ( f u – f y )
æ εsu – εs æ2
ε < ε ≤ εsu
è εsu – εsh è sh s

(7)

ç

ç

DESIGN EQUATIONS
Design equations are used in step 2 of the
methodology. The moment capacity of a wall
cross section may be determined using an
equivalent stress block method such as the
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hi æ
æ

φy i = φy 1 –
è
hw è

ç

50
(εcc’ fcc’ )

45

Confined concrete

40

Stress (MPa)

(εco’ fc’o) = (0.002, 33 MPa)
Unconfined concrete

30
25

Integration of Eq 8 with respect to the height
produces an equation for the yield drift profile:

εcu = 0.004

20
15

h2i æ
æ
φ y i = φ y hi –

è
2hw è

ç

Assumed for cover concrete

10

ε sp = 0.0064
0

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

0.01

Strain (–)

0.012

0.014

0.016

0.018

0.02

∆*
∆i

F* = ∑Fi

2
F1

ç

ç

(10)

∑mi ∆ 2yi

∑mi ∆yi

(11)

where:
∆y i is obtained from Eq 10.
h*

F2

∆y =

hw

3

φy h2i æ
hi æ

1–
2 è
3hw è

Plastic hinge method
The yield displacement can be obtained from
Eq 11 (Priestley et al 2007: 96):

N–1

Fi

F3

∆y i =

Ductility capacity is calculated in this study
using both the plastic hinge method and an
approximate equation.

N
FN – 1

(9)

Defining ductility capacity in
terms of a code drift limit

Figure 6 Mander’s stress-strain relationship for concrete

FN

ç

Integration of Eq 9 produces an equation for
the yield displacement profile:

5
0

(8)

where:
φy i is the curvature at height hi
i = 0, 1, 2, ..., N is the storey number, and
hw	is the height of the wall, defined in
Figure 3.

εccu

35

ç

The effective height can be calculated from
Eq 12 (Priestley et al 2007: 100):
h* =

1

∑hi mi ∆i

∑mi ∆i

(12)

where:
∆i is the ith value of the first mode shape vector.
MDOF wall
(a)

Equivalent SDOF wall
(b)

Figure 7: Equivalent SDOF wall
one set out by Bachmann et al (2002: 137). In
this investigation the stress block method of
SANS 10100-1 (2000) was used.

DUCTILITY CAPACITY AND DEMAND
It was stated in step 6 of the methodology
that ductility demand will be compared to
ductility capacity. This section shows how
ductility capacity may be expressed as a
function of inter-storey drift limits and how
ductility demand may be calculated from
ITHA results.
As shown in Figure 7, the displacement of
a MDOF wall can be measured by an equivalent SDOF wall (Chopra 2007: 522-532). This
equivalent SDOF wall must have the same
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dynamic characteristics as the first mode of
the MDOF wall. In addition, the height of
the wall is chosen such that the base moment
of the SDOF wall due to the concentrated
force F* is equal to the base moment of the
MDOF wall due to the distributed force
(Priestley et al 2007: 316). This height h* is
referred to as the effective height.
In order to calculate ductility capacity
as a function of a drift limit, equations for
the drift profile and displacement profile at
yield are sought. This is the point at which
the curvature at the base of the wall is equal
to the yield curvature (φy ). It is sufficient
to assume a linear yield curvature profile
(Priestley et al 2007: 317-319):

The maximum yield drift can be calculated
from Eq 9:
h2w æ φy hw
æ

=
θyN = φy hw –
è
2hw è
2

ç

ç

(13)

Since this would be the maximum yield drift
for all values of i, the allowable plastic rotation is the difference between the code drift
limit θc and θyN. Having obtained the allowable plastic rotation, the plastic displacement
at the effective height is:
∆p = (θc – θyN)h*

(14)

The ductility capacity in terms of the code
∆ + ∆p

(15)
drift limit is then μc = y
∆y

Approximate equation
Based on the following simplifying assumptions, Priestley et al (2007: 325-326) derived
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Table 4 Elastic beam properties

∆eq =
Elastic section properties

Symbol

Name
Young’s modulus of concrete

G

Shear modulus of concrete

A

Cross-sectional area

27 GPa
E
2(1 + v)

Shear area

Ieff

Sectional moment of inertia

Mn
(see Figure 9)
Eφy

φy h2i æ
hi æ
1–
2 è
3hw è
εy h2i æ
hi æ
	=
1–
lw è
3hw è
hi æ
æ hi æ2æ
	= εy Ar hw

1–
è hw è è
3hw è

Elastic beam

ç
ç

ç
ç
ç çç

ç

∆y =

∑mi ∆ 2yi
≈ 0.45εy Ar hw
∑mi ∆yi

Giberson beam
Plastic hinge spring
(part of Giberson beam
member)

∆p = 0.77hw(θc – εy Ar )

(18)

(19)

(16)

where:
εy 	= 0 , 0 0 2 2 5 is the yield strain of the longitudinal reinforcement, and
lw	is the length of the wall section, defined
in Figure 3.
Thus, from Eq 13 the maximum yield drift is:
φ y hw ε y hw
=
= εyAr 
2
lw

(17)

where:
Ar is the aspect ratio of the wall.
From Eq 10 the yield displacement profile
can be described by:

∆y + ∆p
∆y
0.45εy Ar hw + 0.77hw (θc – εy Ar )
	=
0.45εy Ar hw
θ c – ε y Ar
	= 1 + 1.71

ε y Ar
μc 	=

a convenient equation which relates ductility
to the code drift limit:
From a series of moment-curvature
analyses, the yield curvature of a rectangular
reinforced concrete structural wall is known
to be (Priestley et al 2007: 158):
2εy

lw

(20)

Hence, from Eq 15, the ductility capacity is:

Figure 8 Typical finite element model of a
structural wall

(23)

Degree of sophistication
in element modelling

The effective height at yield, from Eq 12, is
h* ≈ 0.77hw . Thus, by substituting Eq 17 in
Eq 14, the plastic displacement is:

No plastic hinge spring

∆eq

∆y

INELASTIC TIME HISTORY ANALYSIS

The equivalent yield displacement can be
obtained by substituting Eq 18 in Eq 11 and
assuming equal floor masses (Priestley et al
2007: 326):

Elastic beam

φyN =

μd =

5A
6

∆y i 	=

φy =

(v =0.2)

bw × lw

As

(22)

where:
∆i is the average of the peak displacement
values of the ith DOF. The yield displacement is known from Eq 11, and thus the
ductility demand can be calculated using
Eq 23:

Equation or value

Ec

∑mi ∆ 2i

∑mi ∆i

(21)

Both the plastic hinge method and Eq 21 are
used in this paper to calculate the ductility
capacity in terms of the code drift limits
prescribed by SANS 10160-4 (2011: 30) (see
Figures 16 to 19).

Calculating ductility demand
from inelastic time history
analysis (ITHA) results
As stated in step 6.2 of the methodology,
ITHA is used here to validate the ductility
demand obtained from the equal displacement and equal energy principles. For each
wall, ITHA is performed for a number of
ground motion records. For each ground
motion record the peak displacement of each
degree of freedom (DOF) is recorded. The
equivalent displacement of the average of
the peak displacements, obtained from the
different ground motions, can be calculated
from Eq 22 (Priestley et al 2007: 96):

Line elements are beam-column elements
with the ability to form plastic hinges at
the ends of the member. With a suitable
moment-curvature hysteresis rule assigned
to the plastic hinges, the structural response
can be predicted with remarkable accuracy
(Priestley et al 2007: 193). In this investigation the student version of Ruaumoko (Carr
2007) was used for ITHA.

Beam properties
The two types of line elements available in
Ruaumoko are the elastic beam (Timoshenko
beam – shear deformable) and the Giberson
beam. The first storey was modelled with a
Giberson beam element which, in addition
to the elastic beam properties, contains a
rotational spring at one end of the member
representing the plastic hinge which forms at
the base of the wall.
The upper part of the wall is required to
remain elastic. Thus all higher storeys were
modelled with elastic beam elements. An
illustration of a typical finite element model
of one of the walls of the investigation is
shown in Figure 8.

Elastic properties
The input required for the elastic beam is
summarised in Table 4:
As indicated in Table 4, the cracked
sectional moment of inertia is obtained from
the pre-yield branch of the bilinear momentcurvature relationship. Only one momentcurvature analysis was done for each wall,
namely at the base of the wall (Dazio, Beyer
& Bachmann 2009). The stiffness obtained
from this analysis was applied over the full
height of the wall. The properties obtained
from the moment curvature analysis are
illustrated in Figure 9.
Inelastic properties
In addition to the elastic section properties,
the Giberson beam requires the input listed
in Table 5.
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Table 5 Giberson beam properties
Symbol

Name

Equation or value

(φu , Mu )

Bilinear factors and hinge properties
Bilinear factor
Plastic hinge
length

Lp

See Figure 9
Refer to Priestley
et al (2007: 149)

Beam yield conditions
Mn

Yield moment

See Figure 9

Table 6 Hysteresis rule properties

fEIeff

(φy , Mn )

Moment (kNm)

f

1

EIeff

Hysteresis rule
Equation
or value

Symbol

Name

α

Unloading stiffness factor

0.5

β

Reloading stiffness factor

0

Hysteresis rule
The Modified Takeda Rule shown in Figure 10
with a β value of zero applies to structural
walls (Priestley et al 2007: 201-202).
The unloading stiffness ku is a function
of the elastic stiffness ko and the ductility at
um
) (Priestley et
the onset of unloading (μ =
uy
al 2007: 201):
ku = ko μ–α

1

Curvature (1/m)

Figure 9 Moment-curvature properties
d

v

βd
rk0

(24)

where:
α = 0.5 is considered appropriate for
reinforced concrete structural walls
(Priestley et al 2007: 201). Tables 4 to 6
thus contain all input required for the
Giberson beam.

ku

Previous yield

ko
uy

um

u

Time step integration parameters
No previous yield

For this study Newmark’s average acceleration time-stepping method with time steps of
0.005 seconds was used (Chopra 2007: 175).

Ground motions
According to Priestley et al (2007: 210) it is
sufficient to use the average response of a
minimum of seven ground motion records.
Spectrum-compatible accelerograms may
be obtained through “manipulating existing ‘real’ records to match the design spectrum over the full range of periods” (Priestley
et al 2007: 211). It has the advantage over
purely artificial records that it preserves
the essential character of the original real
records (Priestley et al 2007: 211).
Thus it was decided to obtain real
records with characteristics similar to that
of ground types 1 and 4, and to manipulate
these records to match the SANS 10160-4
(2011) elastic spectra. For this manipulation
the student version of Oasys Sigraph (Oasys
Limited 2010) was used.
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Figure 10 Modified Takeda Hysteresis rule (Priestey et al 2007: 202)
Ground motion records were selected based
on vs,30 values and peak ground acceleration
(PGA). The selected ground motions are listed
in Table 7. Each earthquake has two orthogonal
components. The seven ground motions were
thus obtained from both components of the
first three earthquakes and one component of
the fourth. The records were obtained from the
PEER NGA Database (2007).
These fourteen records were manipulated
to match the SANS 10160-4 (2011) spectra.

The pseudo acceleration spectra of the
manipulated records are plotted in Figure 11
with the elastic SANS spectra.

Damping
Tangent-stiffness proportional damping was
used with a damping ratio of 0.05 for the
first mode (Priestley et al 2007: 207). When
applying stiffness proportional damping,
one should also be careful that the damping of the highest mode is less than 100%
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San Francisco 1957-03-22 19:44

0.107

874

NGA0098

Hollister-03 1974-11-28 23:01

0.117

1 428

NGA0146

Coyote Lake 1979-08-06 17:05

0.120

1 428

NGA0680

Whittier Narrows-01 1987-10-01 14:42

0.102

969

NGA0201

Imperial Valley-07 1979-10-15 23:19

0.141

163

NGA0780

Loma Prieta 1989-10-18 00:05

0.121

170

NGA0808

Loma Prieta 1989-10-18 00:05

0.132

155

NGA1866

Yountville 2000-09-03

0.150

155

Ground type 4

6

5
Ground type 4
4

3

Ground type 1

2

1

0

0

1

2

3

Period (s)

4

Figure 11 Artificial ground motion spectra
4.0

Inelastic reponse Elastic reponse

3.5

1.0
0.5
0

0

W128

1.5

W125

2.0

W065

2.5

W063

3.0

W013
W023
W033

Design conservatism
In this paper design conservatism is the
name given to the assumption made during
design that the design force is related to the
total mass of the structure. To account in
some way for the effect that higher modes
inevitably have on the structure, the design
seismic force is based on the total building
mass, instead of the effective first modal
mass. The effect of design conservatism
is most clearly seen in Figure 13 by the
steadily increasing capacity spectrum with
increasing period.

vs,30 [m/s]

NGA0023

W063 & W065

Over-strength
The capacity spectrum is higher than the
design spectrum due to over-strength. The
main factors which lead to over-strength are
the following (Dazio & Beyer 2009: 3-21):
a. Mean material strengths, which are
used to predict the most likely bending
moment capacity of a section, are higher
than the characteristic material strengths,
used to predict bending moment capacity
during design.
b. The provided reinforcement is always
more than the required reinforcement.

PGA [g]

Ground type 1

W013
W033

Figures 12 to 15 show the elastic-, capacity-,
and design spectra of ground types 1 and 4.
■■ The design acceleration coordinates (a) of
the eight walls of this investigation, each
with a different fundamental period, are
shown on the design spectrum.
■■ The names of the walls, defined in
Figure 4, are included in the figures. It
may be seen that for design method 1,
the design acceleration values (a1) are
the same for walls of equal height, since
Eq 4 depends only on the height of the
wall.
■■ The capacity of the walls is also shown in
Figures 12 to 15. For the purposes of this
discussion, we refer to this as the capa
city spectrum1. The pseudo acceleration
capacity was calculated from the yield
moment capacity as described in step 4 of
the methodology.
The relationship between the design spectrum and the capacity spectrum is influenced by three factors, namely over-strength,
design conservatism, and period shift. These
are briefly discussed below.

Earthquake

W023

Design results (Figure 5(3)
of the methodology)

Record

Pseudo acceleration (m/s2)

RESULTS

Table 7 Selected ground motions

Pseudo absolute acceleration (m/s2)

(Carr 2007). Thus, the damping in the highest mode was limited to 100%, resulting in
some cases in a damping of less than 5% in
the first mode.

W125 & W128

1
Demand (A1)

2

Elastic demand spectrum

Period (s)

+
Capacity (a1(real)
)

3

4
Design (a1)

Design spectrum

Figure 12: Design results for ground type 1, design method 1
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Inelastic reponse Elastic reponse

3.5
3.0
2.5

W188

W125

W065

1.0

W063

1.5

W128

2.0
W013
W023
W033

Pseudo absolute acceleration (m/s2)

4.0

0.5
0

0

1

2

3

4

Period (s)

Demand (A2)

Elastic demand spectrum

Capacity (a2+)

5

6

Design (a2)

Design spectrum

W033

W013

Inelastic reponse Elastic reponse
W063

4

W065

1

W033

W013

W128

W125

2

W063 & W065

3

0

Analysis results (steps 4 to
6 of the methodology)

W125 & W128

W023

Pseudo absolute acceleration (m/s2)

5

W023

Figure 13 Design results for ground type 1, design method 2

0

1

2

Period (s)

Demand (A1)

Elastic demand spectrum

+
Capacity (a1(real)
)

3
Design (a1)

Design spectrum

Figure 14 Design results for ground type 4, design method 1

4

Inelastic reponse Elastic reponse

W023
W033

W013

3

W063
0

1

2
Demand (A2)

3

Period (s)

Elastic demand spectrum

+
)
Capacity (a2(real)

Figure 15 Design results for ground type 4, design method 2
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4

W188

W128

W125

1

0

With the force reduction factor (R) known,
the ductility demand can be calculated
according to the equal displacement and
equal energy principles and verified with
ITHA. As previously discussed, the ductility
capacity is based on code drift limits and
is calculated according to the plastic hinge
method and a simplified equation (Eq 21).
Figures 16 to 19 show the comparison
between ductility demand and ductility
capacity for ground types 1 and 4, and design
methods 1 and 2.
It is evident from Figures 16 to 19 that, on
the capacity side, the plastic hinge method
and the simplified equation (Eq 21) predict
similar results. The simplified equation
is, however, slightly conservative since it
predicts a lower ductility capacity. The
effect of the wall aspect ratio (Ar ) on the
ductility capacity is also evident. It was
shown in Eq 21 (repeated here as Eq 25) that
the ductility capacity reduces as the aspect
ratio increases.
θ c – ε y Ar

μc = 1 + 1.71
ε y Ar

2
W065

Pseudo absolute acceleration (m/s2)

5

Period shift
The term period shift here refers to the
difference in fundamental period predicted
by the code (SANS 10160-4, 2011) in Eq 4
and the “true” period predicted by momentcurvature analysis of the cross section.
Period shift only occurs for design method 1.
The fundamental period calculated according to design method 2 is based on momentcurvature analysis, and thus no period
shift occurs.
The relation of the demand spectrum to
the capacity spectrum determines the extent
to which the walls respond inelastically. As
stated in step 4 of the methodology, the force
reduction factor (R) is equal to the ratio
between acceleration demand (A1 or A2) and
capacity (a+1(real) or a+2). Thus, if the demand
is less than the capacity, the force reduction
factor is less than one, and thus no inelastic
action is expected. This is illustrated in
Figures 12 to 15 by the dividing line which
intersects at the intersection of the demand
and capacity spectra.

5
Design (a5)

Design spectrum

6

(25)

It may also be seen that the ductility demand
predicted by the equal displacement and
equal energy principles corresponds to that
of the ITHA.
The only wall to which the equal energy
principle applied is the single-storey wall
on ground type 4. For this wall the ductility
capacity is exceeded by the ductility demand.
This implies that the drift of the singlestorey wall would exceed the code drift
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W128

W125

W065

5

Ductility

4
3
2
1
0

0.5

1.5

2.5

3.5

Period (s)

4.5

Capacity – simplified equation

Demand – R–μ–T relationship

Capacity – plastic hinge method

Demand – ITHA

W188

W128

W125

W065

W063

W013
W023

6

W033

Figure 16 Analysis results for ground type 1, design method 1

5
4
3
2
1
0

0

1

CONCLUSION

2

4

3

Period (s)

5

6

Capacity – simplified equation

Demand – R–μ–T relationship

Capacity – plastic hinge method

Demand – ITHA

W128

W125

W065

W063

8

W033

W013

9

W023

Figure 17 Analysis results for ground type 1, design method 2

7
6
Ductility

The purpose of this investigation was to
assess the value of the behaviour factor currently prescribed by SANS 10160-4 (2011)
for the seismic design of reinforced concrete
structural walls. The behaviour factor is
used in seismic design to reduce the full
elastic seismic demand on structures, since
well-designed structures can dissipate energy
through inelastic response. The behaviour
factor was evaluated by comparing displacement demand with displacement capacity for
eight structural walls.
Displacement demand was calculated by
means of the equal displacement and equal
energy principles and confirmed by inelastic
time history analyses (ITHA). Displacement
capacity was based on inter-storey drift
limits specified by SANS 10160-4 (2011).
These drift limits serve to protect building
structures against non-structural damage.
Displacement demand was evaluated for
two period estimation methods. Firstly, the
fundamental period may be calculated from

W063

W013
W023
W033

6

Ductility

limits, and would thus suffer non-structural
damage in excess of the design limit state.
This does, however, only apply to walls with
an aspect ratio of three or higher. This wall
was only included in the scope of this investigation to obtain structural walls with a very
short period. The aspect ratio was limited to
three, since flexural response was desired of
structural walls. In general, structural walls
used for single-storey construction would
have aspect ratios of less than three, and
would therefore fall outside the scope of this
investigation. The reader is referred to Paulay
& Priestley (1992: 473) for the design of squat
structural walls.
For all the other walls the ductility
demand is less than the ductility capacity.
Inter-storey drift levels for these walls are
thus below code drift limits. It can be seen
that the ductility demand reduces as the
period increases. This is due to the artificial
acceleration plateau of the design spectrum
(see Figures 12 to 15). It can also be seen
that method 1 produces “safer” structures
than method 2 because of the assumption of
a short period, and thus higher acceleration
demand. Method 1, however, severely underestimates structural displacement.
It is therefore concluded that the current
value of 5 of the behaviour factor, as defined
by SANS 10160-4 (2011), is adequate to
ensure that code drift limits are not exceeded, whether design is done according to
method 1 or 2. The designer is, however, still
required by the code to calculate structural
displacements as the final step in the seismic
design process (SANS 10160-4, 2011, p. 30).

5
4
3
2
1
0

0.5

1.5

2.5

Period (s)

Capacity – simplified equation

Demand – R–μ–T relationship

Capacity – plastic hinge method

Demand – ITHA

Figure 18 Analysis results for ground type 4, design method 1
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W188

W128

W125

W065

W063

W033

9

W023

W013

10

8
7
Ductility

an equation provided by the design code
(SANS 10160-4, 2011), which depends on the
height of the building. This equation is known
to overestimate acceleration demand, and
underestimate displacement demand. The
second period estimation method involves an
iterative procedure where the stiffness of the
structure is based on the cracked sectional
stiffness obtained from moment-curvature
analysis. This method provides a more realistic estimate of the fundamental period of
structures, but due to its iterative nature it is
seldom applied in design practice.
The conclusion of this investigation is
that the current behaviour factor value of 5,
as found in SANS 10160-4 (2011), is adequate
to ensure that structural walls comply with
code-defined drift limits. This applies to
both period estimation methods.

6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0

1

2

3

4

Period (s)

5

Capacity – simplified equation

Demand – R–μ–T relationship

Capacity – plastic hinge method

Demand – ITHA

6

Figure 19 Analysis results for ground type 4, design method 2

Note
1 Not to be confused with the “Capacity Spectrum
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